We consider the mass distribution of QCD jets after the application of jet substructure methods, specifically the mass-drop tagger, pruning, trimming and their variants. In contrast to most current studies employing Monte Carlo methods, we carry out analytical calculations at the next-to-leading order level, which are sufficient to extract the dominant logarithmic behaviour for each technique, and compare our findings to exact fixed-order results. Our results should ultimately lead to a better understanding of these jet substructure methods which in turn will influence the development of future substructure tools for LHC phenomenology.
Introduction
In the recent past much attention has been devoted to jet substructure techniques as discovery tools for new heavy particles that may be produced with large boosts at the LHC [1, 2] . Although the earliest discussion in the literature of substructure methods as discovery tools for boosted heavy particles was two decades ago [3] , there have been several rapid advances of late. A large number of techniques have been recently proposed and their theoretical feasibility studied mainly with Monte Carlo methods, although analytical studies exist in some cases [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] .
On the experimental front similar progress has been made and many substructure methods have been successfully incorporated into experimental analyses of QCD jets [9, 10, 11, 12] and searches for new physics [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] . The work that has been performed till date has shown that jet substructure methods will form an important component of the current and future LHC physics program.
While the progress made in the general area of substructure studies and boosted objects is greatly encouraging, it is perhaps also the right time to examine in more detail some of the questions that have cropped up and continue to be raised about the various tools that have been developed and employed in this context. A set of substructure tools that shall particularly concern us in this article go by the collective name of boosted-object methods and examples include the massdrop tagger [20] , pruning [21, 22] and trimming [23] techniques. All these methods are specifically designed to enhance signal jets arising from boosted heavy particles and discriminate against QCD background, using the inherently different jet substructure typically obtained in the two cases. Given that several such tools have been put forward it is natural to ask questions about their efficiency and robustness relative to each other and attempt to compare them. For instance, while having a number of tools available implies a desirable element of flexibility, it also gives rise to a danger of duplication and redundancy. Moreover in order to exploit the desirable flexibility aspect, a clear understanding of which substructure method to use in a given study is imperative. Such an understanding can only be obtained by detailed and informed comparisons of the performance of different substructure methods over a wide range of values of jet masses, transverse momenta and other parameters involved in those methods.
To the best of our knowledge while studies do exist which compare the performance of these substructure methods (see for instance [1, 2, 24, 25] ), these have been mainly Monte Carlo studies and analytical insight into their behaviour is still lacking. Such an understanding would have some clear advantages over reliance purely on information from event generators. At the very least there would be no need to worry about the results obtained and conclusions reached being dependent for instance on the parton shower model or event generator tune used, as may be the case with Monte Carlo studies [26] . Moreover, while pure Monte Carlo studies may be sufficient to alert us to similarities as well as different features of substructure methods, they do not offer direct insight into why these features may arise in the first place. Clearly with analytical formulae in hand one is much better placed to explain peculiar features that can emerge in either Monte Carlo or experimental studies. This in turn may also facilitate the removal of any undesirable aspects of substructure methods and lead to the development of better and more robust tools.
Yet another issue that one can raise, concerns the nature of calculations that need to be performed to best describe observables such as jet masses, after the application of the boosted-object techniques. In the case of plain inclusive jet mass distributions it is well-known that there are large double logarithms 1/m j α n s ln 2n−1 p t /m j that arise in the jet-mass distribution accompanied by less singular but still logarithmically enhanced terms. In the region of interest for boosted object studies one may have m j ≪ p t even when electroweak scale jet masses are considered, due to the multi-TeV values of jet p t which can be attained at the LHC. This implies that the logarithms in question, which arise in the distribution of QCD background jets, can be large even at values of jet masses where one may expect to see a signal peak. An accurate description of the QCD jet mass distribution therefore requires resummation of the large logarithms in question. For a detailed discussion of resummation for hadron collider jet masses and issues therein we refer the reader to Refs. [27, 28, 29, 30] . In particular in Ref. [28] the inclusive jet mass distribution was computed at next-to-leading logarithmic (NLL) accuracy for hadron collider jets. However due to the presence of non-global logarithms [31, 32] the resummation of NLL terms for inclusive jet mass can only be achieved in the large N c limit, which however should still be well suited for comparisons to experimental data. Also due to the presence of soft gluon clustering effects [33, 34, 35] the resummation can currently only be performed for jets defined in the anti-k t algorithm, where such clustering effects are absent to the NLL accuracy that is generally sought [36] . Thus for jets defined in other algorithms such as Cambridge-Aachen (C/A) [37, 38] currently only Monte Carlo event generators can be used to provide theoretical estimates for inclusive jet mass distributions. It is well known however that boosted taggers such as the mass-drop procedure [20] and similar methods like pruning [21, 22] and trimming [23] all aim to discriminate against QCD background by placing cuts on soft gluon radiation inside the jet. By their very nature therefore these tools should at least partially remove the logarithms of p t /m j that afflict the plain jet mass distribution. An intriguing possibility therefore arises as to whether pure fixed-order tools such as Nlojet++ [39] may in fact suffice to give an accurate description of jet masses with substructure algorithms. It is therefore of importance to investigate what structure emerges when one considers perturbative calculations of jet masses with substructure algorithms. Once this is understood it should point to whether fixedorder, all-order resummed or Monte Carlo techniques may provide the best theoretical description for this class of LHC observables.
In our present paper we set out to answer some of these questions. We take as examples the aforementioned techniques of mass-drop, pruning and trimming and aim to compute them through to next-to-leading order (NLO). We do not carry out complete NLO calculations but work using essentially eikonal approximations to treat the QCD radiation within a jet. These approximations are known to correctly reproduce the logarithmic enhancements that we seek to study. Our main aim is to highlight the presence or absence of logarithmic enhancements for various substructure methods and understand their nature and origin. On this basis it should be possible to decide on whether the resulting logarithms if any may be resummable and to comment on the straightforwardness or otherwise of the resummation required, compared for instance to the case of plain jet mass. To this end we determine the leading and in some instances next-to-leading logarithmic behaviour that emerges for each substructure algorithm at the NLO level, and examine the issue of non-global logarithms and test our findings by comparing to exact fixed-order estimates.
To understand these aspects of the jet mass distributions it is possible to work explicitly with jets produced in e + e − collisions as for our initial study of plain jet mass [27] . The additional aspect of initial state radiation (ISR) present at hadron colliders is only a relatively inessential detail in these studies and will not change the conclusions we arrive at here. In the current article we confine ourselves to establishing the results that emerge at the NLO level while a companion article is devoted to all-order behaviour and comparison with parton showers as well as detailed phenomenological considerations for hadron collider jets [40] . We also consider here only pure QCD background jets and a detailed study of the action of substructure algorithms on signal jets will be undertaken in a future article.
The layout of this article is as follows. We devote the next section to some generalities and in order to set the scene for the remainder of the article remind the reader of the NLO structure of the plain jet mass distribution, to which the corresponding structure that emerges for each substructure algorithm can be compared. In the following section we explore the logarithmic structure at leading order (LO) and NLO for the mass-drop tagger, and point to the need for a modified mass-drop procedure [40] which we also study. We also explore the question of non-global and clustering logarithms and carry out comparisons to fixed-order estimates from Event2 [41] . This is followed in the next section by an investigation of pruning also tested against Event2 and lastly we address the question of the trimming technique in a similar manner. Our findings shall show the logarithmic structure of the substructure methods at hand to be very different from one another, in some cases very rich in physics effects and in all cases worthy of further investigation beyond fixed-order which is carried out in the companion article [40] . Lastly in our conclusions we summarise our work, discuss its main implications and provide suggestions for future studies which may lead to the development of better jet substructure methods in the near future.
General considerations and plain jet mass
As we mentioned in our introduction, the features of the substructure methods that we wish to highlight shall all emerge in a simple study where one can take the jets to be produced in a process with a colourless initial state, for instance e + e − annihilation.
In this paper we consider differential distributions in the squared jet-mass normalised to the jet energy squared i.e. . When computed in perturbation theory the plain jet-mass distribution in the small-v limit behaves as
where we have considered for simplicity the approximation of small jet radius, R ≪ 1 as in Ref. [27] . The counting of the logarithms is usually performed at the level of the so-called integrated distribution:
Consequently, the contributions with coefficients a i 2i are referred to as double logarithms, while the ones with a i i are single logarithms. We can take α s to be defined in the standard MS scheme unless explicitly specified otherwise and assume its scale to be the jet energy E j . Then for the case of plain jet-mass one has [27] 
,
We have not reported explicitly the coefficient a 22 which for the plain jet-mass has numerous sources including multiple emission effects, non-global logarithms, clustering logarithms, cross-talk between the resummed exponent and order α s coefficient functions and running coupling effects.
The Mass Drop Tagger

Definition
The Mass Drop Tagger (MDT) [20] involves two parameters µ and y cut , which can be optimised for the study in question. One starts with a hard jet j with radius R defined with the C/A algorithm [37, 38] and then one applies the following algorithm:
1. Break the jet j into two subjets j 1 and j 2 such that m j 1 > m j 2 .
2. If a significant mass drop is found m j 1 < µm j with a splitting which is not too asymmetric,
m 2 j > y cut , then the algorithm tags the jet and exits the loop.
3. Otherwise, redefine j = j 1 and go back to step 1.
For our current purpose of checking the structure of large logarithms that emerges in the perturbative calculations for jet masses, we shall use an e + e − adaptation of the above procedure which involves the use of energies and angles rather than transverse momenta and distance measures that are invariant under longitudinal boosts, as is the case for hadron collisions. Hence we replace the p t,j in the above definitions by energies E j and define ∆R 2 j1,j2 as 2 (1 − cos θ j1,j2 ) where θ j1,j2 is the angle between the jet directions. We then note that the measure y can be expressed as a ratio of energies y = min(E j1 ,E j2 ) max(E j1 ,E j2 ) . In the limit of a collinear parton splitting j → j 1 , j 2 , a situation in which we shall be particularly interested below, one can express y in terms of the respective energy fractions x, 1 − x of the parent parton energy, y ≃ min(x,1−x) max(x,1−x) . The MDT is often used in conjunction with a procedure known as filtering [20] , an extensive analytical study of which can be found in [4] . In this paper we are going to ignore the effects of filtering on the MDT jet mass distribution, because the standard choice n filt = 3 only modifies the mass distribution beyond the O α 2 s contributions considered here. Further, it has been argued that at all orders the effects of filtering are generally well beyond the logarithmic accuracy we aim for [40] .
Leading-order results
Here we shall carry out the leading-order (LO) calculations relevant to the MDT. We shall examine the distribution 1 σ dσ dv where v = m 2 j /E 2 j is the squared jet-mass of the measured jet after the application of the mass-drop procedure, normalised to the energy squared of the fat jet. Since we wish to focus on the structure of large logarithms at leading order we can start by examining a configuration where one emits a soft gluon with four-momentum k from a quark-antiquark pair in e + e − annihilation. Moreover this gluon gets recombined with the quark or antiquark to form the massive jet that we focus on and for definiteness let us consider this to be the quark jet. We parametrise the momenta of the partons as
where E q and E g are the energies of the quark and gluon respectively. In terms of the energy of the overall fat jet j we shall take these energies to be E g = x E j and E q = (1 − x)E j . Also for the two partons to be recombined by the jet algorithm into a single jet one must have ∆ 2 θ = 2 (1 − cos θ) < 2 (1 − cos R), which in the collinear limit is simply θ 2 < R 2 . Now consider passing this jet through the MDT. On undoing the jet clustering we produce two massless partons p and k so that the mass-drop condition is trivially satisfied. The asymmetry condition is satisfied for values of x such that 1/(1 + y cut ) > x > y cut /(1 + y cut ). We thus calculate the mass distribution of jets that pass the above asymmetry cut. The normalised jet mass can be expressed as
where we employed the soft-collinear approximation.
Treating the emission of the soft gluon in the standard eikonal approximation we obtain in the collinear limit:
Evaluating the above integral is straightforward and leads to 1 σ dσ dv
Several comments are in order. Firstly we note that at small jet masses v < R 2 y cut /(1 + y cut ) the result is single-logarithmic in v, in contrast to the behaviour of the plain jet mass. The action of the tagger has been to replace a soft logarithm in v by a logarithm in y cut . The value of y cut is chosen so that these logarithms are modest and this means that the background will be reduced compared to the plain jet-mass, as intended. For larger masses, v > R 2 y cut /(1 + y cut ), one returns to the double logarithmic plain jet mass 1 .
One may then expect that the fixed-order perturbative expansion in the case of the MDT jetmass is more convergent than for plain jet-mass which could be promising from the point of view of using pure fixed-order perturbative estimates to describe the MDT jet-mass. Note also that the remaining single logarithm for the MDT is of pure collinear origin, a point that we shall return to subsequently.
It is clearly of interest to verify the result Eq. (6) against fixed-order codes and for this purpose one can use the NLO program Event2 for our present study, involving jets in e + e − annihilation. Before we do so however we note that thus far we have worked in only the soft-collinear limit. In order to perform meaningful comparisons with Event2 it is required to go beyond this limit. It is straightforward to modify our result by considering large-angle emissions as well as improving the collinear region to account for hard emissions. We provide the details of this calculation in the appendix while quoting our full result
From the above result one notes that introducing the full splitting function accounting for hard collinear emissions changes the coefficient of the single logarithmic behaviour obtained at small jet masses relative to the pure soft ln 1/y cut coefficient obtained before. This is in contrast to the role of soft emissions at large angles which generate only subleading terms in the small jet-mass region. Additionally, fully accounting for large-angle and hard emissions is also important to obtain the correct position of the transition point where the behaviour switches from a single-logarithm to the result for plain jet-mass. For instance going beyond the collinear limit one notes that relative to the small R result for the transition points v = R 2 y cut /(1 + y cut ), the finite R effects involve replacing R 2 by ∆ 2 R = 2(1 − cos R), as in the above formula. However we do not in this paper concern ourselves with these transitions as our aim is to check the logarithmic structure purely in the small v region.
In order to test our analytic calculation, we compare it to the result obtained with the fixed-order code Event2 [41] . Numerical results are obtained for e + e − collisions at the centre-of-mass-energy E CM = 1 TeV. Jets are defined with the C/A algorithm (R = 0.8) using the FastJet package [42, 43] . We define the Event2 result to be the average of the results from the hardest and second-hardest jets, which should then give a result that can be directly compared to our single-jet calculation. The comparison is shown in Fig. 1 , which demonstrates that our analytic calculation correctly reproduces the full LO result in the small-v limit, for different values of y cut .
Having carried out a leading-order calculation for MDT and obtaining a result which is singlelogarithmic, it is clearly of interest to explore the structure of logarithms at the NLO level, to which the next sub-section is devoted.
Logarithmic behaviour beyond leading-order
In the previous section we have shown that the MDT reduces the logarithmic divergence of the LO jet mass distribution. We want to investigate whether this remains true at higher perturbative orders. To be more precise we would like to check whether the MDT mass distribution exhibits only single logarithms beyond LO.
Unfortunately, as we demonstrate below, a new effect appears at NLO which results in an extralogarithm in the jet-mass distribution, hence spoiling the simple picture of pure single-logarithms encountered before. We call this effect the wrong-branch issue and after describing it in detail, we explain how to remove it via a modified Mass Drop Tagger (mMDT) suggested in the companion paper [40] . The point is simply that in the mass-drop procedure, when the mass-drop or asymmetry condition fails, one proceeds analysing the subjet with the largest mass, rather than the most energetic one, so that we do not necessarily follow the hard parton and we can end up measuring the mass of a (wrong) soft branch. This is essentially a flaw in the original mass-drop tagger [20] which results in consequences for the structure of large logarithms in the perturbative expansion.
To show this explicitly, let us consider an emission such as the one pictured in Fig. 2 . The figure depicts the branching of a soft gluon k into offspring gluons k 1 and k 2 . We are interested in the collinear regime where the angular distance between the two offspring gluons ∆ 2 θ 12 is the smallest distance amongst the various pairs of distances in the C/A algorithm. The C/A algorithm would first cluster the pair of gluons and then cluster the parent to the quark, to form the fat jet. When we undo the last clustering on the fat jet composed of the hard parton and both gluons, we shall find two subjets: a massive jet j 1 composed of the two soft gluons k 1 and k 2 and a massless jet j 2 corresponding to the quark. The mass-drop criterion will be automatically satisfied since in the soft limit we are considering, the subjet j 1 will have a much smaller mass than the initial fat jet by virtue of the fact that it is composed of two soft particles rather than one hard parton and additional soft partons 2 . However, the energy asymmetry condition may be satisfied or otherwise. Assuming it is not satisfied means that one next moves on to consider the jet j 1 instead of the jet j. We thus encounter a situation where we study the jet-mass of j 1 instead of the jet-mass of the original jet and the jet-mass distribution of j 1 corresponds to a single-logarithmic tagged gluon jet-mass. The failure of the energy asymmetry cut translates into
where x is the energy fraction, relative to the fat jet, of the massive parent gluon jet. At this point we are only interested in computing the most divergent contribution, so we can drop the second condition above, which corresponds to the emission of a hard gluon.
When the asymmetry cut fails we switch to examining the more massive subjet j 1 . Here one can consider a collinear branching such that k 1 and k 2 carry fractions 1 − z and z of the parent gluon momentum respectively and we denote the angle between them as θ 12 where θ 12 ≪ 1. Then we have that
, where we normalised to E 2 j , the energy of the fat jet. Moreover to accept the jet j 1 the asymmetry condition must also be satisfied in the parent gluon splitting, which implies y cut /(1 + y cut ) < z < 1/(1 + y cut ). One can then write
In writing the above result we have used the soft approximation to obtain the probability of producing the parent gluon and then treated the collinear decay to a pair of gluons via the "reduced" splitting function
and to a quark-antiquark pair via the corresponding splitting function
Carrying out the integrals is simple and yields the following results in the small v limit, v → 0, where we separate the C F C A and C F n f contributions:
and 1 σ dσ dv
Note the domain of validity of the above results is for rather small values of v below v ≈ R 2 y 3 cut /(1 + y cut ) 3 , where as previously our expression for the transition point is approximate due to missing finite R effects and the neglect of hard parton recoil. For larger values of v up to a maximum of v ≈ R 2 y 2 cut one obtains a 1/v ln 3 v behaviour which we do not explicitly compute as we are interested only in the asymptotic small jet-mass limit. Our point is simply that in the small v limit the flaw in the mass-drop tagger that causes us to follow the soft branch, leads to a change in the logarithmic behaviour from that observed at leading order. While the leading order result was purely single-logarithmic, which looked promising in terms of reducing the background, at NLO one encounters α 2 s ln 2 v/v terms. While these are still less singular than the double logarithms one meets in the plain jet-mass, such behaviour would evidently still require resummed calculations to address the issue of large logarithms in the perturbative expansion at all orders. It is not in fact clear that a compact resummed formula can be written down for the mass-drop tagger which also incorporates the above wrong-branch effects. Hence it is desirable to eliminate these terms via possibly modifying the tagger.
Prior to suggesting any modification of the mass-drop we check our calculation Eqs. (12) and (13) against Event2 for different values of y cut . The results are reported in Fig. 3 : when we subtract our calculation of the extra-logarithm from Event2 we obtain a straight line for dσ/d ln v plotted against ln v, which implies a single logarithmic behaviour. This indicates that we control the more divergent behaviour we have subtracted.
In practice it turns out, as argued and demonstrated in more detail in the companion paper [40] , that the numerical effect of following the wrong-branch is small for a variety of reasons. However given that the role of the MDT was to identify hard substructure within a jet it is clearly an unintended anomaly that a soft jet is returned. Also it is of interest to see if removing the wrongbranch problem will lead to a tagger where the jet-mass is purely single-logarithmic at all orders which may turn out to be simpler to compute via, for example, resummation. To this end we now consider the modified Mass Drop Tagger (mMDT) [40] and its logarithmic structure at NLO. The plots demonstrate that the extra logarithm for MDT in the C F C A and C F n f channels, is correctly captured by the our calculation: the difference between analytical and Event2 results (in green) is consistent with a linear behaviour at small v corresponding to a single-logarithmic leftover,
Figure 4: Real and virtual contributions to the NLO jet-mass distribution in the C 2 F channel.
We start by addressing the independent double-soft and collinear emission of two real gluons from a quark (or antiquark), and the corresponding virtual corrections. These configurations are well known to be the source of the leading double logarithms in the plain jet-mass. We shall see that the modified mass drop procedure reduces this to a single-logarithmic (pure collinear) dependence, which is consistent with an exponentiation of the leading-order result Eq. (6). Details of the resummed calculation formally deriving this exponentiation, using standard techniques can be found in the accompanying article [40] .
Let us consider the independent emission, from a quark, of soft gluons k 1 and k 2 , as depicted in Fig. 4 , such that all partons combine into a fat C/A jet with radius R. One can consider all cases that lead to a non-vanishing jet mass involving double-real emission as well as one-real -one-virtual contributions. Also shown in the figure is the double-virtual configuration which does not lead to a finite jet-mass and can thus be ignored for our calculation of the differential distribution. In the soft approximation we shall ignore the recoil of the quark against the soft gluons and hence the jet-axis will be given by the quark direction.
We can write the momenta of the emitted gluons as
where x i are the energy fractions of the fat-jet energy E j carried by parton k i while that carried by the hard parton p 1 is 1 − x 1 − x 2 . The angle between k 1 and k 2 shall be denoted by θ 12 . We start by examining the region where θ 2 1 , θ 2 2 < R 2 and θ 2 1 is the smallest angular distance, θ 2 1 < θ 2 2 , θ 2 12 and hence in the C/A algorithm k 1 is clustered to the hard parton, p 1 , first and k 2 is clustered next.
When one undoes the algorithm, k 2 emerges first and the jet breaks into two subjets consisting of k 2 and the massive jet j 1 generated by the p 1 and k 1 recombination. Now one has to take into account that for the overall jet j to be accepted there has to be a mass-drop and the splitting involving emission of k 2 should not be too asymmetric.
The mass-drop condition implies m j 1 < µm j , which translates into
which in terms of energy fractions and angles of soft partons gives rise to the mass-drop constraint
where f = 1−µ µ and we have dropped terms bilinear in the soft parton momenta, which do not contribute to the large logarithms we aim to compute. Moreover to satisfy the fact that the splitting should not be too asymmetric, in the soft limit we require the energy fraction
For the composite jet consisting of all three partons to be accepted and to have a given mass v we thus have the constraint
Next we consider the situation that the mass-drop is satisfied but the energy asymmetry cut fails due to k 2 being too soft, i.e x 2 < y cut /(1 + y cut ). The mMDT then moves on to consider the hardest subjet which is the one made by the gluon k 1 and the quark. For this jet, one then obtains essentially the leading order (single gluon) situation with the jet being accepted if the asymmetry cut is satisfied by the emission k 1 and rejected otherwise. Lastly, there is the possibility that the mass-drop fails in which case one has to impose the constraint on the hardest subjet again as before. To obtain a non-zero jet mass the hardest jet must be the one involving p 1 and k 1 which implies 1 − x 2 > x 2 or x 2 < 1/2. The contribution of the double-real emission can then be summed up as
Next considering the case of one real and one virtual emission in precisely the same way (and noting that the real emission has to pass the asymmetry cut to yield a non-zero jet-mass value) we can write the summed contribution of the independent emission terms as
where we also included a minus sign in each term above, relevant to the emission probability for a virtual gluon, which is otherwise identical in the eikonal approximation to the corresponding real emission probability.
The complete set of constraints is given by Θ nlo = Θ double real + Θ 1 real, 1 virt . We first point out that the combination of the first contribution in Eq. (18) and of the last in Eq. (19) results in cancellation of the divergences in the limit where x 1 or θ 1 tend to zero. As a consequence, these two terms combined do not produce large logarithms in the jet mass.
We can combine the remaining terms into the expression
It is straightforward to show that the second term in the square brackets will not lead to a logarithmic enhancement, so we shall drop it in the rest of the calculation. The above constraints then have to be considered together with the two-gluon independent emission in the required phase space region:
The angular constraints in the above result originate from the fact that as we mentioned before we are studying the region θ 2 1 < θ 2 2 , θ 2 12 where θ 2 12 ≈ θ 2 1 + θ 2 2 − 2θ 1 θ 2 cos φ and φ is an azimuthal angle. We have also inserted a factor of two in order to take care of the situation where θ 2 is the smallest angle, which by symmetry gives an identical result to the case considered above.
Further we note that for the purpose of extracting only the logarithmic behaviour we seek here, it is possible to make additional simplifications. To be specific one can ignore the constraint Θ θ 2 12 − θ 2 1 , since we have checked that to our accuracy it suffices to consider only the region θ 2 2 > θ 2 1 over the full range of values of φ and hence the φ integral above is trivial. Moreover, the angular configuration for which θ 12 is the smallest distance, and therefore the gluons are recombined together, does not contribute to mMDT distribution, to the accuracy considered here. This is not the case for the MDT, where one obtains a single-logarithmic contribution due to following the soft massive branch that results. We also do not explicitly indicate above the constraint that the angles θ 2 i are of course less than the fat jet radius R 2 . The angular integrals in Eq. (21) are thus easily done and one arrives at
We have now to compute the integrals over the energy fractions x 1 and x 2 . In order to capture also hard-collinear contributions one needs to additionally account for energetic emissions in the collinear domain. In the present case as for the plain jet-mass it suffices to replace the factors 1/x i with the full LO splitting function p gq (x i ). Although the algebra is rather cumbersome because we have to consider many different integration regions, the final result we obtain is remarkably simple. In particular, if we focus on the region v < ycut 1+ycut R 2 identified already in the leading-order result derived before, we find:
where we have introduced f q (y cut ) =
1−y cut 1+y cut . The NLO result Eq. (23) exhibits a single logarithmic behaviour. The analytic calculation gives a clear picture of the underlying physics. The logarithms in the mMDT distribution stem from the collinear region θ 2 i ≪ 1. The integrals over the energy fractions x i are bounded so that logarithms in the jet mass of soft origin are replaced by logarithms of the cut-off y cut . Soft emissions at large angles do not make a contribution to singlelogarithmic accuracy. A feature of our results is that the argument of the logarithms we compute is R 2 /v, where the R dependence we obtain is not exact due to the use of the collinear approximation. We note that the R dependence only modifies our answer at next-to-leading logarithmic level i.e below the single logarithmic accuracy we aim to control here, and hence we do not extend our calculations to include finite R corrections but continue to work purely in the collinear (small-R) approximation.
The comparison of our analytical calculation to Event2 , for the C 2 F channel, is shown in Fig. 5 . It indicates that on subtracting our results from those of Event2 we obtain a constant at small v, for dσ/d ln v. This implies that we have eliminated the α 2 s ln v term that dominates dσ/d ln v at this order, indicating the correctness of our result.
Additionally if we take the small-y cut limit of the LO and NLO results obtained so far, Eq. (6) and Eq. (23) respectively, we have
which is consistent with the exponentiation of the LO term i.e. with an all-order structure whose small y cut limit reads:
where we have set the scale of the coupling in the exponent to be E j R [27] . Beyond the small y cut limit, i.e including finite y cut terms, the mMDT jet-mass still admits exponentiation. In fact we shall encounter more finite y cut terms after having considered the C F C A and C F n f contributions in the next sub-section. An all-order proof of exponentiation for the mMDT, including a matrix structure to treat finite y cut effects, is presented in [40] .
Next-to-leading order calculation: flavour changing contributions
Now we shall turn to the C F C A and C F n f channels. There are several aspects to be considered there. First of all, we need to consider one-loop running coupling corrections to the LO result, which can be obtained by redoing the leading-order calculation with proper account of the fact that the argument of the running coupling is the transverse momentum k t of the soft emission with respect to the emitting parton, and yields (see also [40] ):
The above result gives an NLO contribution of the form 1 σ dσ dv (mMDT, NLO r.c.) (23) with Event2 for the coefficient of
for different values of y cut . The red curve shows the fixed-order result alone which behaves like a straight line at small v and hence indicates a single logarithmic behaviour for the integrated distribution. The green curve indicates that, after subtracting our analytical calculation, the result is flat at small v, as expected.
The second effect to be considered, which yields relevant single logarithms, corresponds to a splitting of the type depicted in Fig. 2 , where the offspring gluons k 1 and k 2 are the closest pair in angle, in a region of phase-space where the asymmetry condition fails because the parent gluon k is too hard, i.e. x > 1 1+ycut . The mMDT will then follow the branch corresponding to the massive gluon jet, rather than the quark jet leading to a flavour changing contribution of the form:
In the above we have made the collinear approximation for the gluon splitting θ 12 ≪ 1 as that is the relevant region which produces the single-logarithmic term we seek. Also, in the region of integration where the parent gluon k becomes collinear to the quark, we make the usual substitution 1 x → p gq (x), to account for hard collinear corrections. Separating C F C A and C F n f contributions, in the region v < ycut 1+ycut R 2 , we obtain:
Thus, we conclude that the behaviour of mMDT in the C F C A and C F n f channels is singlelogarithmic, while the MDT exhibits an extra logarithm as in Eqs. (12, 13) . The reason for this difference is that the flavour changing contribution in the mMDT arises from an energetic rather than a soft parent gluon while for the MDT contribution we considered the splitting of a soft parent gluon which resulted essentially in an extra logarithm in v. Moreover due to the limited phase space available for the failure of the asymmetry condition and the fact the we have a hard parent gluon, the above results vanish as y cut → 0. As values of y cut ∼ 0.1 are commonly used in phenomenology we can expect that the impact of the terms above, on the behaviour of the mMDT jet-mass distribution will be at best modest. In any case their resummation is simple and contributes to the flavour changing matrix structure of the resummed answer, stated in the companion article [40] .
Non-global logarithms
Finally, we turn our attention to the issue of non-global logarithms [31, 32] . We have already noted that the leading (single) logarithms are collinear in origin. When calculating the non-global terms in the usual jet mass distribution [27] one considers soft large-angle contributions with similar opening angles and the non-global logarithms arise from integrating over energy fractions. In the case of the mMDT, the integrals over the energy fractions are cut off by y cut and hence one may anticipate that the non-global logarithms in v are absent. To be more explicit, to study the leading-order non-global contribution, we take account of the situation when a gluon with momentum k 1 is emitted outside the jet and it emits a softer gluon k 2 inside the jet, which gives rise to non-global logarithms in the plain jet mass. Further we shall ignore the effect of soft gluon clustering in the C/A algorithm, which has been shown to reduce non-global logarithms significantly [33, 35] , which amounts to computing an upper bound on the non-global contribution. Thus one has the constraint 3
where we have imposed that x 1 > x 2 and the condition that k 2 be inside the jet,
. We have also applied the asymmetry condition on the gluon energy fraction x 2 , as is required to obtain a finite jet mass with the mMDT.
Considering the C F C A correlated emission term of the squared matrix element for two gluon emission, along with the above constraint we are led to
where Ω 2 is the angular function [31]
We obtain
R . Thus, the mMDT distribution has no non-global logarithms at O α 2 s . For the same reason one may expect Abelian clustering logarithms discussed in Ref. [27, 34, 35] to also be absent here.
Although we have only carried out an order α 2 s calculation we believe that the mMDT is free of non-global logarithms at any order, due to the application of the asymmetry cut. While the calculation carried out here applies also to the original MDT, which is also free of non-global logarithms at order α 2 s , the all-order statement does not apply to that case. To see this one can consider a soft emission that emits a softer gluon into the jet as in the present case. The soft and collinear branching of the soft emission inside the jet (which occurs at the order α 3 s level) generates a massive gluon jet, which the tagger follows due to the wrong-branch issue. This leads to an α 3 s ln 3 v non-global contribution which then generalises to higher orders. This is yet another good reason to abandon the original MDT.
We are now in a position to compare our results for the C F C A and C F n f contributions, Eq. (27) together with Eq. (29) and Eq. (30) , to the full result from Event2 . The results are shown in Fig. 6 , which shows that we have full control on the single logarithms. (30) with Event2 for the coefficients of C F C A , on the left, and of C F n f , on the right, in the region v < ycut 1+ycut ∆ 2 R , for different values of y cut . The red curve shows the fixed-order result alone which behaves like a straight line at small v and hence indicates a single logarithmic behaviour for the integrated distribution. The green curve indicates that, after subtracting our analytical calculation, the result is flat at small v, as expected.
Summary
Given the simple but somewhat lengthy calculations that have been carried out thus far, we feel a summary encapsulating our findings regarding the mMDT is in order. We have found that the mMDT jet-mass distribution contains only single logarithmic enhancements in contrast to the plain jet-mass. These logarithms can be resummed and in the limit of small y cut (which is a good practical approximation in any case), the result is a straightforward exponentiation of the leadingorder effect, with running coupling effects included. Beyond small y cut there is a matrix structure to the exponentiation arising due to the flavour changing feature discussed above. Non-global and clustering logarithms are absent. We can consider our result in terms of the values of the coefficients a i,2i and a i,i for the mMDT jet-mass as for the case of plain jet-mass, Eq. (3) and we have found that for mMDT one has the result that a 12 , a 24 and a 23 all vanish. Hence we are left with the coefficients of single logarithmic terms which in the limit of small y cut are given by
We conclude this section by pointing out that the mMDT has remarkable properties in that it results in a jet-mass distribution for a single-jet which can be studied in any jet algorithm without non-global and clustering effects. The pure collinear nature of the resulting logarithms makes them very straightforward to resum at hadron colliders, with no non-trivial soft large-angle colour structure involved. A resummed and matched calculation for the mMDT should thus be a straightforward exercise and this augurs well for direct comparisons to LHC data. Lastly the removal of double logarithms leads to the absence of undesirable Sudakov peaks in the background as is discussed in some detail in Ref. [40] . In particular the form of a 22 reported above suggests that one can choose the value of y cut such that a 22 vanishes which practically speaking would mean that the result for mMDT would be well approximated by just its leading order form. This in turn would mean that dσ/d ln v would be essentially constant, implying a flat background distribution. In the next section we shall turn our attention to the case of pruning.
Pruning
Definition
We shall now consider the calculation of the jet mass with pruning [21] . Starting with a fat jet (here we consider C/A with radius R) one reruns the jet algorithm over the constituents of the fat jet with the additional conditions:
1. For each pair of objects ij considered for recombination, compute the distance ∆ 2 θ ij and momentum (energy) fraction z = min(p ti ,p tj )
prune and z < z cut do not recombine i and j and discard the softer one. Continue with the algorithm. The resulting jet is the pruned jet.
The pruning radius is chosen in relation to the mass and the transverse momentum of the fat jet:
. In this study we choose R fact = 1 2 . We shall adopt a definition of pruning where one uses the distance measure as in ∆ 2 α = 2(1 − cos α) in both the C/A algorithm and in the definition of R 2 prune , and because we are looking at e + e − collisions, we use the energies of the jets rather than their p t .
Leading-order calculation
At LO the calculation for pruning is straightforward. At this order we can consider the fat jet to be made up of a quark-gluon pair that arises from the splitting of an initial quark such that the quark and gluon carry respectively a fraction 1 − x and x, of the energy of the fat jet. We note that the quantity R 2 prune at this order is just
which is always less that ∆ 2 θ ij
. Thus the energy fractions of both constituents have to be larger than z cut in order to survive pruning and hence to obtain a finite jet mass.
Imposing this condition and inserting the gluon emission probability in the soft limit, we are led to consider the following integral, where we work in the soft and collinear limit:
which gives us the result:
The result obtained is like the case of the MDT and mMDT at this order in that it is single logarithmic for small jet masses, with the logarithm being of collinear origin. The soft logarithm in v has been removed and replaced with essentially a logarithm of z cut , which we do not consider large.
Values of z cut may be considered similar to those of y cut in the mMDT and MDT i.e z cut ∼ 0.1. In order to obtain the complete answer including hard collinear emission and terms varying as powers of z cut we can easily go beyond the soft approximation in the collinear region. Moreover one can also treat soft large-angle radiation, which does not contribute relevant logarithms at this order. The calculation as for the MDT and mMDT can be found in the appendix and the result reads:
1 σ dσ dv
(1−2zcut)
which is the same as the LO result for (m)MDT, Eq. (6), if we replace z cut ↔ ycut 1+ycut . In Fig. 7 we show the comparison of our analytical calculation Eq. (38) with leading-order results from Event2 . Plotting the difference between Event2 and the analytical result for the differential distributions, versus ln v, yields a result which is consistent with zero for small v, for all values of z cut studied. This indicates that we have correctly computed the coefficient of the single logarithm we anticipated.
Next-to-leading order calculation: independent emission contribution
In this section we shall carry out the NLO calculations for pruning and investigate its logarithmic structure. As for the mMDT, we first consider the Abelian C 2 F channel and we concentrate on the v → 0 limit. We shall show below that considering soft and collinear emissions one obtains at Also the presence of double logarithms indicates that pruning is as singular as the plain jetmass itself and hence from the NLO level onwards does not remove soft gluon effects in the manner it was possibly intended to. We will also demonstrate that pruning suffers additionally from the presence of non-global logarithms although the size of the non-global effects can be expected to be reduced compared to the plain jet-mass case. Additionally further complications will arise via the presence of Abelian clustering logarithms [27, 34] which complicate the calculation of pruning to single-logarithmic accuracy. For this reason, in this section we only compute the coefficients a 24 and a 23 in the expansion of Eq. (1) and leave the determination of single logarithms to future work. Nevertheless, as mentioned we will discuss some single-logarithmic effects, specifically those due to non-global logarithms, in the next sub-section.
We consider contributions as in the mass-drop case from emissions k 1 and k 2 which may be real or virtual (see Fig. 4 ), in the independent emission approximation, expected to yield the leading singular behaviour in the v → 0 limit. We start by working in the soft and collinear limit and, for brevity, we will consider here also the small-z cut limit. A more complete derivation incorporating finite-R and finite-z cut effects is reported in appendix B.2. We organise the calculation according to the phase-space constraints on the double-real emission contribution. To this end we introduce the quantity R 2 prune = m 2 fat jet /E 2 j which is given by R 2 prune ≈ x 1 θ 2 1 + x 2 θ 2 2 where x 1 and x 2 are the fractions of the jet energy carried by k 1 and k 2 respectively and x i , θ i ≪ 1. Now one can consider the following regions separately: the region where both emissions are at an angular distance from the emitting quark which is greater than R prune , both emissions are within an angular distance R prune or one emission is at a distance larger than R prune and the other at a distance smaller than R prune . In the case of the one-real one-virtual contributions, the situation is similar to the single emission case considered in the leading order calculation in that the angular distance of the emission is always greater than the normalised squared jet-mass. Hence these contributions only survive pruning if the energy fraction of the real emission is greater than z cut and there is no constraint on angle other than the requirement that the real gluon is within the angular distance R, the fat jet radius. One can however divide the integration region for the virtual corrections in precisely the same way as for the real emission i.e introduce R 2 prune = x 1 θ 2 1 + x 2 θ 2 2 and then consider the integration regions such that the emission angles (more precisely the θ 2 i ) are both greater than R 2 prune , both less than R 2 prune or one is greater and the other less than R 2 prune . Doing so lets us combine the real and virtual corrections together so as to conveniently cancel divergences.
We find after considering real and virtual terms together, that in the regions where both θ 2 1 , θ 2 2 > R 2 prune or θ 2 1 , θ 2 2 < R 2 prune , real-virtual cancellations ensue, which result in no large logarithmic terms in the jet-mass, for small jet masses. In particular, we note that the absence of large logarithms in the θ 2 1 , θ 2 2 < R 2 prune region is a consequence of the dynamical choice of the pruning radius. We shall see that this is not the case for trimming and the dominant logarithms will arise precisely from this region.
Finally, we consider the region of phase space where one gluon (say k 2 ) is emitted in the core of the jet, i.e. within the pruning radius, and the other is emitted at an angular distance larger than R prune . Adding real and virtual corrections in this angular region leads to
where the first line comes from double real emissions and the second one contains real-virtual contributions. To clarify this point further we are considering the situation where k 2 is within the core of the jet while k 1 is beyond R prune . If k 1 has an energy fraction x 1 , defined with respect to the fat jet energy, which is greater than z cut , it survives pruning while if the energy fraction is below z cut it gets removed. When k 1 survives pruning (the first term above) then both gluons contribute to the jet-mass v. On the other hand when k 1 is pruned away only k 2 makes a contribution to v, indicated by the second term within square brackets above. The last two terms simply denote the case where there is only one real gluon which must survive pruning to obtain a finite jet mass and hence the condition is x 1,2 > z cut . These terms acquire a minus sign due to the additional presence of a virtual emission. The combination of the first and last terms above gives only subleading terms due to the cancellation that occurs in the limit where x 2 or θ 2 vanishes. Thus we have two relevant integrals to compute:
and
where as mentioned before we have R 2 prune = x 1 θ 2 1 + x 2 θ 2 2 . In writing these results we remind the reader that they make the assumption that x i , θ i ≪ 1. In particular we have not been careful about upper limits on the x integrals, for instance in I 2 the maximum value of x 2 should be 1 − z cut rather than unity. To correct for such effects, which will generate finite z cut corrections as well as to incorporate soft emissions at large angles will require us to extend the calculation above, which we do in appendix B.2. The main features of pruning already emerge within the approximations made above and hence in the main text here we shall focus on the results that emerge from carrying out the integrations above.
The results for I 1 and I 2 are relatively easy to obtain and are mentioned below:
Thus, as we claimed the differential distribution for pruning at this order has a leading term varying as ln 3 v/v, due to I 1 , which is the same order of divergence as the plain jet-mass itself. Physically this term represents the contribution from a soft gluon that dominates the fat jet-mass and is pruned away due to failing the z cut criterion. The final pruned jet which is returned has no hard substructure and we declare it to belong to the "I-pruned" class, i.e. it is made of only one hard prong [40] .
Our results thus far can be compared to results from Event2 for the C 2 F channel. In order to have clean comparisons however, as for the mMDT it is first desirable to extend our calculations beyond the soft-collinear limit. We note that pruning is subject to a large number of physics effects at single-logarithmic level including the presence of clustering logarithms and for this reason we do not carry out a calculation of the single-logarithmic terms but confine ourselves to obtaining the coefficients a 24 and a 23 . To this end we can compute the integrals I 1 and I 2 lifting the simultaneous soft and collinear restrictions where appropriate so as to include hard-collinear and soft wide-angle effects. Doing so we obtain the result:
which is valid in the v → 0 limit. Details of the calculation can be found in the appendix B.2. The comparison with Event2 is shown in Fig. 8 , where we can see that the difference between the full NLO calculation and our analytic result is a straight line, i.e. a single-logarithmic contribution. In the next section we shall discuss the C F C A colour channel, showing in particular that the pruned jet-mass is affected by non-global logarithms.
Next-to-leading order calculation: non-Abelian terms
Starting from order α 2 s , we also have to consider the contribution from gluon splitting. In turn, depending on the precise kinematical details of the gluon emission and decay, this contribution gives rise to running coupling effects (which dress the leading-order gluon emission), non-global logarithms and extra contributions that arise when the parent gluon is so energetic that the recoiling quark energy is below z cut . This last contribution causes the quark to be pruned away leaving us to examine the mass of the resultant gluon jet. The leading contribution here varies as α 2 s L 3 , in the integrated cross-section, as we shall demonstrate below and hence falls within our aimed accuracy. Running coupling and non-global effects on the other hand matter at α 2 s L 2 level in the integrated cross-section. The former are simple to compute (as for the mass-drop case) while the latter acquire complications due to clustering effects in the C/A algorithm. We shall therefore not compute the non-global logarithms precisely but shall compute an upper bound for them as for the mMDT and demonstrate that they are in fact formally present unlike for the mMDT.
Let us begin by considering the most divergent C F C A α 2 s L 3 term. Consider again the configuration that is depicted in Fig. 2 , where a parent gluon k branches into almost collinear offspring k 1 , k 2 . Assuming that the parent gluon jet carries an energy fraction x > 1 − z cut of the fat jet energy E j , the quark carries an energy fraction that is less than z cut . In the recombination with application of pruning, the final C/A merging, which combines the gluon jet with the massless quark, now fails as the quark is too soft and is discarded. We are left to study the mass distribution of the gluon jet:
In the above we considered the soft (z ≪ 1)and collinear branching of an energetic parent gluon and have incorporated the fact that the angle between k 1 and k 2 , θ 12 , must be smaller than θ (which 45) with Event2 for the coefficient of C 2 F , in the region v < z cut ∆ 2 R , for different values of z cut . The green curve indicates that, after subtracting our analytical calculation, the result is a straight line at small v, as expected for a single-logarithmic leftover (α 2 s ln 2 1/v, in the integrated distribution). one can take to essentially be the angle between the quark and the parent gluon or equivalently the harder off-spring gluon). The integral is simple and, in the v → 0 limit, it gives us:
It is clear that due to the limited phase space available for the above effect it vanishes as z cut → 0. We can test our calculation Eq. (47) by subtracting it from order α 2 s results from Event2 in the C F C A channel. After subtracting the analytical result from the differential distribution obtained with Event2 (see Fig. 9 ), we find a linear behaviour consistent with an α 2 s L 2 single-logarithmic leftover in the integrated cross-section, which is what we would expect and implies that we control the most divergent α 2 s L 3 effect we computed above. Lastly, we discuss the role of non-global logarithms, absent for the case of the mMDT. In the mMDT the non-global logarithms do not arise since the y cut cut-off eliminates soft radiation. For pruning the corresponding z cut only applies to objects separated by an angle larger than R prune . In particular, let us consider a jet made up of a hard quark and two soft gluons k 1 and k 2 . If k 1 is separated by an angle greater than R prune from the hard quark but has an energy fraction (defined with respect to the fat jet's energy) x 1 below z cut it is removed and does not contribute directly to the pruned jet-mass. However it can emit a much softer gluon k 2 into the core of the jet i.e. within an angle R prune of the hard quark. Thus this softer gluon, which cannot be pruned away, makes an essential contribution to the pruned jet-mass distribution: this is a classic non-global configuration. In the C/A algorithm employed here (and working for convenience in the small-angle approximation) one must additionally have the requirement that the angle θ 12 between k 1 and k 2 must not be the smallest angle when one considers angular separations between pairs of partons. In situations where θ 12 is the smallest angle, the non-global contributions are eliminated by clustering of the soft gluons [33] . However this clustering region leads to the appearance of additional singlelogarithms (clustering logarithms) in the C 2 F channel [34] , which we do not explicitly evaluate here. The constraint on emitted gluon energies and angles described here can be summarised as
where we have R prune = x 1 θ 2 1 + x 2 θ 2 2 . We note that since we have θ 1 > θ 2 soft gluon clustering is avoided if θ 12 > θ 2 . We further note that using θ 2 12 = θ 2 1 + θ 2 2 − 2θ 1 θ 2 cos φ, where φ is an azimuthal angle, and the fact that x 1 < z cut , the angular and energy constraints together imply that clustering is absent for x 1 < 1/ 4 cos 2 φ , which is always satisfied if z cut < 1/4. In practice this value of z cut , obtained in the small-angle approximation, will be corrected by finite angle effects, so that one may expect the true value of z cut where clustering switches on, to deviate from 1/4 by terms of order R 2 , with R the fat jet radius, which sets the overall angular scale of the problem. In what follows below we shall assume that the clustering is absent, by focusing on the region of small z cut . In this case one can ignore the φ dependence and integrate the squared matrix element for correlated gluon emission (see e.g. Ref. [31] , freely over azimuth φ), to obtain 1 σ dσ dv
where Ω 2 was defined in Eq. (33) and we can take its small-angle limit here and we have ignored the θ 12 > θ 2 constraint in Θ NG above. The angular integrations give rise to a single-logarithmic behaviour the coefficient of which is determined by the energy integrals:
which is valid for v < z 2 cut R 2 . Thus, the pruned mass distribution does exhibit non-global logarithms at NLO. The coefficient Li 2 (z cut ) vanishes linearly as z cut → 0 and given the relatively small z cut values used in phenomenology, one may expect the non-global logarithms not to have a sizeable impact compared for instance to their role in the plain jet mass calculations presented in Ref. [27] . In fact for the plain jet-mass in the anti-k t algorithm considered in Ref. [27] , one obtains in the limit of small jet-radius, the coefficient π 2 /3, rather than 4Li 2 (z). Taking z cut = 0.1 one finds 4Li 2 (z cut ) is roughly twelve percent of the value for plain jet-mass reported in Ref. [27] . Of course our considerations here, which imply a small role for non-global logarithms in pruning, are only confined to the leading order α 2 s calculation. The role of non-global logarithms and their impact beyond this order should also be considered before one turns to detailed phenomenology for pruning.
Moreover as we explained the result in Eq. (50) is correct up to terms coming from clustering of the two soft gluons. For small enough value of z cut , i.e. z cut < 1/4 + O(R 2 ), here corrections do not produce relevant logarithms of the jet mass. As one increases z cut one may also expect clustering effects to play a role in reducing the size of the non-global contribution.
Y-pruning
In this section we explore a variant of pruning [40] that eliminates the double-logarithmic structure discussed in section 5.3. The modification is as follows: If at any stage of the re-clustering procedure there was at least one merging for which ∆ 2 θ 12 > R 2 prune and z > z cut , the jet is deemed to pass the "Y-pruning", i.e. two-prong, requirement. In this case the jet mass was dominated by (semi)-hard radiation and it is likely that the pruning radius was set appropriately for that radiation. Otherwise discard the jet 4 .
It is obvious that the double-logarithmic contribution that arose in I-pruning (introduced earlier) will be eliminated by this additional requirement. When the emission that dominates the jet-mass gets pruned away, we are left with a jet where the mass arises from an emission with ∆ 2 θ < R 2 prune . Hence no emission satisfies the extra requirement above and we discard the jet. On the other hand the contribution from the integral I 2 survives and contributes to Y-pruning. Therefore Y-pruning has one logarithm less than pruning and plain jet mass, in that the leading divergence is α 2 s L 3 at the NLO level. We shall discuss further implications of this point in our summary for pruning. We can compare Y-pruning results from Event2 and we do not need a new analytical calculation but use the result for I 2 for the check. We find the difference between our answers and those of Event2 is linear at small v, for the distribution in ln v, which indicates that we control the leading divergence and are left with single logarithms α 2 s L 2 in the integrated cross-section (see Fig. 10 ).
5.6 Comment on the structure of the result for pruning for v > z
Thus far we have observed that for v < z cut R 2 the pruning result contains double logarithms arising from I-pruning where an emission that dominates the mass of the fat jet is too soft to survive the z cut cut-off and is pruned away. Strictly speaking the double logarithmic behaviour has a more restricted range of validity than that observed so far. While in our present paper we are mainly interested in the very small v region, for phenomenological purposes one would generally wish to examine a broader range of v values. In doing so one finds that there is an interesting behaviour that emerges in the region z 2 cut R 2 < v < z cut R 2 . Here the double logarithms cancel away against similar terms that arise from the region where in the double real-emission terms both gluons are beyond the pruning radius. Since this region does not contribute relevant terms when v → 0 (and is irrelevant for our fixed-order checks) but only when v > z 2 cut R 2 , we do not explicitly compute it in the main text here but provide details of the calculation in appendix B.3. Here we simply note the result that emerges in the soft-collinear limit which reads
where we have not explicitly mentioned hard-collinear correction terms. We note that this result coincides with the soft-collinear result for the mMDT and is consistent with the observation in our companion paper [40] that in the range of values of v indicated above, the mMDT and pruning are F , in the region v < z cut ∆ 2 R , for different values of z cut . The green curve indicates that, after subtracting our analytical calculation, the result is a straight line at small v, as expected for a single-logarithmic leftover (α 2 s ln 2 1/v, in the integrated distribution).
essentially identical (this is true beyond the small z cut limit if one makes the translation z cut ↔ y cut /(1 + y cut )).
Summary
In contrast to the purely single logarithmic behaviour we witnessed for the mMDT, pruning reveals a much richer structure. At leading order it is purely single logarithmic and resembles the mMDT but the situation changes dramatically at the NLO level. One obtains a leading α 2 s L 4 double logarithmic behaviour for the integrated cross-section which arises from the situation when a gluon that dominates the original jet mass gets removed by pruning. We refer to this situation as I-pruning, since the final jet is one-pronged and it comprises of no emission that gets examined for and passes the pruning criterion. We thus have the following results for the coefficients in pruning, where we report below the results in the small z cut , small R limit 5 : 
We do not report the result for a 22 as a variety of terms contribute at this level, including the role of running coupling, non-global logarithms and clustering logarithms. These effects are of course calculable and we have in fact estimated the leading non-global contribution in this article. We leave more complete calculations to future work on pruning. We further note that resummation of the large logarithms in pruning is possible and is carried out in detail in Ref. [40] . The leading order result Eq. (37) can be combined with the leading logarithmic term from the integral I 2 , Eq. (43) to yield a resummed structure of the form (ignoring finite z cut terms for simplicity)
This corresponds to the basic resummation structure of what we have chosen to label as Y-pruning. In practice the form above is a fairly crude representation of the full result for Y-pruning reported in Ref. [40] , but sufficient for our purpose here. We note that the resummed result for Y-pruning involves a double-logarithmic Sudakov form factor for the jet mass v. This form factor can be corrected for single logarithmic effects including non-global logarithms. These shall arise at order α 2 s in the form factor and hence shall first be seen at order α 3 s in the expansion for Y-pruning i.e. beyond the NLO fixed-order calculations of this article. The resummation of the I-contribution, corresponding to the integral I 1 Eq. (42), is also possible and has a more complex structure. The resummed answer involves a product of the Sudakov form factors in the fat jet mass and the pruned jet mass, with an integral over the fat jet mass [40] .
One notes that the crucial point for pruning is the appearance of double logarithmic form factors that give rise to Sudakov peaks. The transition between single-logarithmic and double-logarithmic regime happens at values of v ∼ z 2 cut R 2 , which for high p t jets, say 3 TeV, appear in the vicinity of the electroweak scale. This is a potentially undesirable feature especially for data driven background estimates, in the context of phenomenology. It is certainly obvious that in any case an accurate calculation of pruning is even more involved than the calculation of plain jet mass [28] and far more difficult than for the case of the modified mass drop tagger. In the following section we shall consider the case of trimming.
Trimming
Definition
We now turn our attention to the calculation of the jet mass where we use the procedure of trimming [23] , to obtain the final massive jet. To obtain a trimmed jet one considers the constituents of a fat jet and reclusters them in subjets of definite radius R sub < R, with R the radius of the fat jet. We then eliminate the subjets with transverse momentum k t softer than a specified fraction of the p t of the original fat jet. The list of subjets with k t > z cut p t constitutes the trimmed jet 6 . In the following we consider that the original fat jets as well as its subjets are defined with the C/A algorithm, although other choices are possible.
Leading-order results
In principle, for our purposes, the trimming method is similar to pruning except that it uses a fixed radius R sub , rather than one chosen dynamically according to the mass of the fat jet. The leading order calculation is straightforward. Below we consider the soft-collinear approximation and the emission of a single soft gluon which is recombined with a quark to form the fat jet. For convenience we also adopt the small-z cut limit in the following derivation. As usual, a more complete calculation is left to the appendix. Then for θ 2 < R 2 sub one always has a contribution to the jet mass distribution irrespective of the value of the gluon energy, while for θ 2 > R 2 sub the quark and gluon form distinct subjets and if the soft gluon has a fraction x of the fat jet's energy that is below z cut it is removed and there is no contribution to the jet mass distribution. Therefore we are led to the following expression for the jet mass distribution:
Computing the integrals leads to:
The above result has an interesting structure. It suggests that at the smallest values of v, i.e. for the region v < z cut R 2 sub , the trimmed jet mass distribution is double-logarithmic just like the case of the plain jet mass and in contrast to the leading order results for mMDT and pruning where we obtained only a single-logarithmic behaviour. The result for trimming for v < z cut R 2 coincides in fact with the leading-order result for the mass distribution of jets with a reduced radius R sub . For somewhat larger values of v, z cut R 2 > v > z cut R 2 sub , there is a transition to a single-logarithmic behaviour as observed for the mMDT and also for pruning in the region z cut R 2 > v > z 2 cut R 2 . For still larger values, v > z cut R 2 , as for mMDT and pruning one obtains essentially the result for the plain jet mass distribution for jets with radius R, i.e the untrimmed result.
In order to confirm the double logarithmic nature of trimming with Event2 we first take our result beyond the soft-collinear limit to incorporate finite R and finite z cut effects. The calculation is straightforward and the details are mentioned in appendix C. The result we obtain is 1 σ dσ dv
(
where we chose to focus only on the first two regions of the result i.e v < z cut ∆ 2 R , ignoring the less interesting region of largest v values, v > z cut ∆ 2 R , where there is a transition to the plain jet mass. Note also that while the above result correctly accounts for finite R, R sub and z cut effects in the logarithmic terms, the position of the transition points is still approximate since we have ignored the longitudinal recoil of the quark against energetic collinear gluons in the definition of the jet mass, i.e replaced 2x(1 − x) (1 − cos θ) in the jet mass definition by 2x (1 − cos θ), which is sufficient to obtain the logarithmic structure we seek here.
The comparison is shown in Fig. 11 for R = 0.8, R sub = 0.2 and two different values of z cut : 0.03 (the value suggested in the original paper [23] ) and 0.15. The curves obtained by subtracting Eqs. (56) from the full LO result shows that we have correctly captured the logarithmic behaviour at leading order. Next we shall consider the results beyond leading order.
Next-to-leading-order results
In the previous subsection we have observed that the result for trimming contains double logarithms. Physically the origin of the double-logarithmic enhancement is rather clear. For emissions that are below R sub in angle, there is no cut on the gluon energies and hence the jet mass is trivially the usual jet mass with a jet radius corresponding to R sub . Thus, for the region v < z cut R 2 sub , identified already at leading order, one can anticipate (and easily verify) that the NLO result at the accuracy The red curve shows the Event2 result alone which exhibits a linear behaviour for the smallest v values, consistent with the double logarithms we find in our calculation. A transition to a flat (single logarithmic) regime is also clearly visible and is as predicted, as is a further transition to another linear (double-logarithmic) regime. The green curve indicates that, after subtracting our analytical calculation, the result vanishes at small v as expected.
we aim for in this study, i.e. α 2 s L 4 and α 2 s L 3 terms in the integrated distribution, will just be the NLO result for jet mass with a jet radius R sub . We will check this against results from Event2 . The α 2 s L 2 terms, like for the plain jet mass originate from a variety of sources including non-global and clustering effects. While these are of course calculable we do not perform explicit calculations for these effects in the present article, where our aim is restricted to verifying the general features and physics of the substructure methods. The results are (note that the terms reported below arise from the region v < z cut ∆ 2
Moreover, to the accuracy we are working at, all the C F C A and C F n f contributions comes exclusively from the running of the strong coupling:
These results are checked against Event2 in Fig. 12 . One notes that the difference between Event2 and the analytic results is consistent with a linear behaviour which indicates that in all channel we have a leftover which corresponds to α 2 s L 2 for the integrated distribution. Also the presence of non-global logarithms for trimming is obvious. This is because one can have a soft gluon which makes an angle larger than R sub with the hard initiating quark and has energy fraction below z cut , emitting a much softer gluon which has an angle less than R sub with the hard quark. The first gluon gets removed by trimming and hence does not contribute to the trimmed jet mass, while the second much softer gluon makes the essential contribution, which corresponds to . The green curve indicates that, after subtracting our analytical calculation, the result is a straight line at small v as expected for a single-logarithmic leftover (α 2 s ln 2 1/v, in the integrated distribution).
a non-global logarithmic term. 7 If one ignores clustering effects these non-global logarithms would be the same as for the case of the plain jet mass in the presence of a veto (here the z cut condition), computed for the anti-k t algorithm in Ref. [27] . However here for the C/A algorithm we employ, jet clustering effects occur which somewhat reduce the non-global component as detailed in [33] . Due to the small values of R sub used in practice, we expect such clustering effects to be rather small and hence non-global logarithms should be accounted for. Lastly we note that NLO calculations can be carried out also for the other regions of the jet mass i.e for v > z cut ∆ 2 R sub
. We provide the details of this calculation, which for economy of presentation we carry out in the small z cut , R sub and small R limit, in appendix C. The NLO calculation shows that the feature of three distinct regions for trimming, identified at leading order, remains and the result is consistent with an exponentiation of the leading-order result for trimming.
Summary
We have noted above that trimming for sufficiently small jet masses gives a result similar to that for the plain jet mass. As for plain jet mass mMDT and pruning, we can summarise the relevant coefficients for trimming which, as before, for brevity we report in the small R sub approximation (note that here we define L = ln
i.e identical to the coefficients for the plain jet-mass for which however the logarithm L was defined in terms of the fat jet radius R instead of R sub . Finally we note that an all-order result for trimming is also straightforward to obtain. The basic form of the resummed integrated distribution, in a fixed-coupling approximation and ignoring finite z cut corrections, is given by the exponentiation of the integrated result for the single-gluon emission Eq. (55). It therefore follows that the mass distribution for trimmed jets, like for the plain jet mass distribution, will have the feature of a Sudakov peak. As shown in Ref. [40] , in case of high-p t jets, the departure of trimming from a single logarithmic mMDT-like behaviour, and the location of Sudakov peak, which happen below v = z cut ∆ 2 R sub , can occur in a phenomenologically crucial region, where jet masses are of the order of the electroweak scale, and an ideal substructure tool should probably not give rise to such structures in the background.
Conclusions and outlook
In this article we have studied jet masses of QCD jets after the application of boosted-object algorithms, specifically the mass-drop, pruning and trimming techniques. A novel feature of our study is that it is analytical, rather than one employing Monte Carlo event generators as is the standard practice for most substructure analyses. Here instead we have started to explore the perturbative structure of the substructure methods by using the jet mass as an observable and generating leading and next-to-leading order results in the eikonal approximation extended to treat hard collinear radiation. In the present article, we have explicitly considered the case of jets produced in e + e − collisions, both in the small-R approximation and for finite R. The results in the small-R limit can be also used for (quark) jets in hadron-hadron collisions in the same limit. However, going beyond this approximation would require computing contributions from initial-state radiation as well. These effects have been studied in the case of plain jet mass and they turn out not to be large, mainly affecting the peak region [28] . One can expect similar effects for our present observables with the exception of the mMDT where due to their pure collinear origin the leading logarithms are independent of R. Moreover the Monte Carlo studies of Ref. [40] indicate that the finite R correction terms are not critical to an understanding of the main features of taggers. Such terms remain of importance should one wish to carry out accurate phenomenology based on resummed calculations for jet masses and substructure observables.
Our main motivation for this study has been to both understand the features of substructure methods themselves as well as to examine what may be the most accurate methods to calculate such substructure observables. To be more precise, a feature that is common to all the algorithms we have studied, is the fact that they all cut on soft radiation inside a jet, which is necessary to discriminate against background QCD jets while having minimal effect on signal jets. A question that one may then ask is whether employing such cuts eliminates the large logarithms in m j /p t encountered in calculations of the jet mass distribution, at least to some degree. If this were the case then there is the possibility that pure fixed-order calculations may be employed to compute such observables most accurately. On the other hand one may also consider that any leftover logarithmic structure may require resummation and examine the feasibility of all-order resummed studies to best describe these substructure observables.
In the above context we have uncovered several aspects of substructure methods which are both interesting in their own right as well as point the way to future studies that it would be of interest and value to carry out. We started by examining the standard mass-drop tagger [20] and finding that at leading order the corresponding jet mass distribution had a single logarithmic behaviour (in contrast with double-logarithms obtained for the the plain jet mass). However at NLO the situation changes and one finds an α 2 s L 3 leading term, which arises due to a flaw in the mass-drop procedure (following the more massive rather than harder branch) [40] . We then considered the modified mass-drop tagger (mMDT), proposed in the companion article [40] which removes the flaw in the mass-drop tagger, referred to above. For mMDT we found a pure single-logarithmic behaviour at both leading order and NLO. We demonstrated that the NLO result is consistent with an exponentiation of the leading order result in the limit of small y cut . We confirmed our answers by checking them against exact fixed-order results from the program Event2 and discussed "flavour changing" logarithmic effects that are needed to go beyond the small y cut approximation. We also demonstrated the absence of non-global logarithms and emphasised that the pure single logarithmic results devoid of non-global logarithms made the mMDT jet mass distribution unique amongst single jet observables at hadron colliders. A more complete treatment of the resummation for jet masses with mMDT can be found in Ref. [40] . In future work we intend to investigate phenomenologically the accuracy of both fixed-order as well as matched resummed results for the mMDT, by direct comparisons to LHC data.
Next we turned our attention to pruning. Again we found that at leading-order the result was single logarithmic along the same lines as for the (m)MDT. At NLO however the situation changed and one encountered double logarithms α 2 s L 4 which are as singular as those for the plain jet mass. Additionally we also pointed out the presence of non-global and clustering logarithms for pruning in contrast to the mMDT case. We noticed via the NLO calculation, that pruning has multiple transition points. In particular for z cut R 2 > v > z 2 cut R 2 we observed that the double-logarithmic behaviour gives way to a pure single-logarithmic result which suggests that the mMDT and pruning are identical (up to subleading corrections we do not treat here) in this regime. However for small jet masses v < z cut R 2 it is clear from our calculations that one can expect the presence of Sudakovpeak like structures in all-order results owing to the double logarithmic resummation required. We confirmed our calculations with Event2 and also explained in detail the physical origin of the double logarithms. These arise from configurations in which the emission that dominates the fat-jet mass, and hence sets the pruning radius, is removed by pruning, leaving arbitrarily soft and collinear emissions in the core of the jet, which are never tested for pruning. We next considered a variant of pruning (Y-pruning [40] ) and demonstrated that this eliminated the oneprong configurations and double logarithms so that at n th order the leading logarithms are α n s L 2n−1 , rather than double logarithms. We pointed out that both pruning and Y-pruning are resummable though the resummation for pruning is significantly more complicated, on a technical level, than that for the plain jet mass. Detailed formulae encapsulating the resummation for pruning and Y-pruning can be found in Ref. [40] . Additionally the presence of double logarithms and consequent Sudakov peaks as well as transition points for pruning give the QCD background an uncomfortably rich structure in terms of phenomenological studies aiming to discover signal peaks associated with the presence of new particles.
Lastly, we considered jet mass distributions obtained after employing the method of trimming. Here in contrast to the (m)MDT and pruning we found a double logarithmic term, α s L 2 at leading order, which persists at NLO via an α 2 s L 4 term and at all subsequent orders. There are also transition points for trimming similar to the pruning case. In fact for z cut R 2 > v > z cut R 2 sub one observes a single logarithmic behaviour as is the case for mMDT in the entire range of v and for pruning at intermediate values of v. A basic resummed result for jet masses with trimming essentially amounts to an exponentiation of the leading order result which then needs to be corrected for various single logarithmic effects such as non-global and clustering logarithms as well as the effect of multiple emissions. In practice, this resummation is similar to that required for the plain jet mass, which was treated for anti-k t jets in Refs. [27, 28] . As for pruning, potentially unwelcome Sudakov peaks in the background also exist for the trimming case and more details for this, in the context of phenomenology, can be found in Ref. [40] .
Our results can be exploited in different ways. Having analytical formulae at hand helps us to understand the dependence of observables such as jet masses on the parameters of jet finding, on those involved in substructure algorithms and the interplay between them. This information is valuable while making choices of parameters for phenomenological studies, especially in a discovery context. In order for such work to be considered more complete, analytical studies for the impact of the substructure methods on the signal should also be carried out in the future and the performance of the substructure methods should be considered and compared also in the context of signal to background ratios. Knowing about features of substructure methods such as transition points and Sudakov peaks identified by our present studies is also crucial when it comes to data driven background estimates and this is another phenomenological aspect where we expect our studies to be of value. Lastly, knowledge of the perturbative structure and specifically about the presence of large logarithms alerts us to whether one can use fixed-order tools to compute tagged jet masses (which may be possible for the mMDT where there are no double logarithms), or whether one can carry out a resummed calculation with fixed-order matching. Also the analytical estimates can be used for direct comparison to event generator tools, a task we have embarked on in Ref. [40] . All of the above should help us to make better estimates of the true uncertainty involved in theory predictions for jet mass and other distributions for jet-substructure observables, which in turn is important for future LHC phenomenology with boosted objects.
We conclude by stressing that a full analytical understanding of substructure methods and consequently the development of optimal techniques can still be considered in its infancy and there is scope for substantial progress to be made in the near future, guided at least in part by our current findings.
emission, the integral in this region must be performed with the full splitting function p gq (x) rather than its soft approximation 1/x , where
Note that in the definition of jet-mass we have gone beyond the small-angle approximation. We can continue to neglect at our accuracy the effects of energy-loss of the quark in the definition of the jet mass i.e treat x(1 − x) ≈ x, since retaining the full result only changes our answer at the level of non-singular terms. Carrying out the required integrals then produces the result quoted in the main text and used for comparisons to Event2 .
B Pruning B.1 Leading-order calculation
The leading order result can be obtained by considering a soft gluon emitted off adipole as for the MDT described above. We consider that the gluon is recombined with say the quark and use precisely the same kinematic pattern as for the MDT calculation performed in the preceding section. One then gets:
We have R 2 prune = 2x 1 (1 − cos θ 1 ) + 2x 2 (1 − cos θ 2 ), where to accommodate large angles we do not make any collinear approximation in the definition of R prune , while continuing to use the soft limit x 1,2 ≪ 1. One can anticipate that the leading singular contributions will arise from I 1 since unlike I 2 there is no infrared cut-off z cut on the energy fractions. It also proves convenient to perform a decomposition 
for each gluon i, to separate the leading soft and collinear contributions from the less singular soft wide-angle terms. We thus generate four terms for each of I 1 and I 2 . Of these we find that only the two terms containing the collinear singularity for gluon k 2 , give rise to relevant large logarithmic terms. For convenience we change variables to t i = 2(1 − cos θ i ) and we first consider the most singular term involving a collinear singularity for each gluon in I 1 . We also make the substitution 1 x i → p gq (x i ) in order to capture hard-collinear radiation, for the terms where gluon i goes collinear to the quark. We then define the collinear term:
We shall need to consider the independent emission of two soft gluons where the region of integration considered is θ 2 1 , θ 2 2 > R 2 prune . Once again one considers double-real and one-real onevirtual contributions together. Specifically, in the double real term we can have both x 1 , x 2 > z cut or only one of them greater than z cut . When both emissions have energy fractions below z cut , they are both removed and there is no contribution. Thus we have
The first term in ∆[Θ] above refers to the contribution when both real emissions have energy fractions above z cut while the next two terms correspond to having either x 1 or x 2 below z cut , which results in the emission being pruned away. The final two terms (with negative signs) are the contributions when k 1 or k 2 is virtual with the other emission being real. For such contributions one always needs a cut on the energy fraction of the real emission, to obtain a finite jet mass.
One can further combine real and virtual terms to obtain
Using the fact that R 2 prune = x 1 θ 2 1 + x 2 θ 2 2 , one can evaluate the integral I 3 . No logarithmically enhanced terms are found for the region v < z 2 cut R 2 and hence the results we obtained from the integrals I 1 and I 2 , reported in the main text, correspond to the full answer for pruning. However in the region v > z 2 cut R 2 one finds a double logarithmic behaviour that cancels the contribution from I 1 in the main text:
Combining all contributions in the region z 2 cut R 2 < v < z cut R 2 one gets
the result quoted in the main text.
C Trimming C.1 Leading-order calculation
The leading-order result can be obtained by considering a soft gluon emitted off adipole as for the MDT and pruning cases described above. Considering the gluon to be recombined with the quark, one gets:
As in previous cases we can split the integral in θ so as to separate out the collinear singular 1/(1 − cos θ) piece and in this region we replace the divergence 1/x by the full splitting function p gq (x). Performing the integral then produces the result Eq. (56) quoted in the main text, up to power corrections of O(v).
C.2 Next-to-leading order calculation
Here we carry out the NLO calculation for trimming in the soft and collinear approximation relevant to generating results for small z cut , R sub and R. The extension of our methods to obtain results beyond these limits is completely straightforward and can be carried out along the lines of the corresponding leading-order calculation.
Since we wish to highlight the simple relationship of the NLO result to that obtained at leading order, let us briefly revisit the leading order calculation. We note that Eq. (54) can be expressed as 
with
where the integrals I in and I out correspond to evaluating the integrated cross-section at leading order, in the angular region where the gluon emission is inside and outside R sub , respectively. Moving to NLO let us consider the independent emission of two gluons k 1 and k 2 as for the case of the other substructure techniques. Here one can write the differential distribution, by extension of the leading order notation, and by considering the region in angle where both emissions are outside R sub , inside R sub or two identical contributions from the region where a given gluon is out and the other is in and vice-versa: 
which can be expressed in terms of the integrals entering the integrated cross-section as before, 
We address first the region of angle where θ 1 , θ 2 > R sub and consider both double real and one-real one-virtual terms in this angular region. Here real gluons only contribute to the jet mass distribution if they have energy fraction x i > z cut . Taking this into account one can write (we avoid explicitly writing the condition R 2 > θ 2 1,2 , which should be understood from now on):
Following the same steps as before (i.e. factorising the constraint involving the sum of contributions from both emissions) it is easy to see that this contribution leads to
Finally we need to consider the contribution with one gluon (say k 1 ) with θ 1 < R sub and the other with θ 2 > R sub (and an equal contribution with k 1 and k 2 exchanged), which applying identical methods to those above, can be expressed as:
Combining terms one observes that 1 σ dσ dv
consistent with a simple exponentiation of the leading-order result for the integrated cross-section for trimming. Our arguments here can easily be extended to all orders to verify the exponentiation.
